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RE: Income Provisions for Categorically NMP-MA and MNO-MA

Dear Chairman McGinley:

On behalf of CAREE, the Center for Advocacy for the Rights
and Interests of the Elderly, thank you for the opportunity to comment
on the proposed regulations for the elimination of the Non-Money
Payment (NMP) spend-down. CARIE opposes these proposed
regulations. The changes are clearly not in the best interest of the
public. We hope you will consider our concerns and make needed
revisions before the final regulations are published and promulgated.

As you know, NMP spend-down is a safety net program for
Pennsylvanians with costly medical bills. The NMP spend-down
allows individuals to deduct the amount paid in medical bills from
their monthly income to become eligible for Medical Assistance (MA).
It is a cumbersome process where the individual needs to show proof
of monthly income and provide receipts each month to prove that they
have spent their income on approved medical expenses. Most
individuals who utilize the program are just above the income limit for
Medicaid. They either have no or limited savings, or have spent their
savings because of their illness. All have high monthly medical
expenses. To participate in this program, one must pay a minimum of
$137/month (the difference between the Healthy Horizons and SSI
levels) and most spend closer to $250/month. Because of the
cumbersome process and the expensive monthly payment (which can
be likened to a premium), only those with high out-of-pocket costs are
even able to participate in this program. Older Pennsylvanians rely on
the NMP spend-down program to help pay for high prescription
medication costs and other medical expenses not covered by Medicare.

The Department of Public Welfare (DPW) estimates that over
7,000 individuals, including many older adults will lose their benefits.
This program is certainly not a "budget buster" for the
Commonwealth. However, its loss will leave many with no place to
turn for help at a time when they need it most. Absent healthcare
coverage, older Pennsylvanians will not take prescribed medications.
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Their conditions will deteriorate. And, they will end up requiring more costly hospital
or nursing home care. It is also important to mention that Pennsylvania loses the federal
matching funds and may lose $418 million in federal funding that is being proposed to
help states that do not decrease MA benefits. (U.S. Senate Bill 812 allowing for this
provision has already passed the Senate.)

We are pleased to see DPW's plan to automatically review recipients for other
programs that may help them pay for medical expenses. (Described in the Affected
Persons and Organizations comment section) Individuals are often unaware that they
are eligible for certain benefits or programs. However, we recommend adding language
to the Fiscal Impact, Commonwealth comment section to reflect the loss of federal
funding.

CARIE understands the growing fiscal challenges that DPW is facing. It is
important to consider that just as the state is facing financial problems, so too are
individuals and families with catastrophic or terminal illnesses. These individuals and
families need the support of the state at a time when they have nowhere else to turn.
Additionally, the fiscal impact on the Department of allowing these most chronically ill
individuals to deteriorate to a point at which they will need hospital or nursing home
care and will be eligible for MA coverage of the cost of that care needs to be considered.
Earlier this year, the citizens of Pennsylvania as well as the nation anxiously watched the
rescue of the 18 miners from the Quecreek mining accident. The Commonwealth can be
proud of its response to this accident. Governor Schweiker and other officials
demonstrated strong leadership and marshaled the needed resources to have a successful
resolution to the crisis. The same response in terms of leadership and resources should
be given to the 7,000 individuals who are sick and need support from the
Commonwealth. It would have been unconscionable to leave the miners to die. It is
unconscionable to leave those with dire medical needs with nowhere to turn for help.

Recently, CARIE helped a 62-year-old Hispanic woman with no health insurance
apply to the spend-down program. She has multiple medical problems and has monthly
prescription drug costs of over $200. She is married and the couple's joint income is just
over the Medicaid limit, and she will not be eligible for PACE until she turns 65. She
cannot afford to pay for her heart and blood pressure medications or prescriptions for
arthritis. Spend-down will allow her to get the prescription drugs and medical care that
she needs.

CARIE suggests that rather than cut this vital program to save costs, DPW
should look at its proposed regulations for pharmaceutical services (55 PA. Code Ch.
1121). The Need for the Proposed Rulemaking references a study done by the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) entitled, "Medicaid Pharmacy- Actual Acquisition Costs of
Brand Name Prescription Drug Products." DPW references this study and others to
justify the change in reimbursement for prescription drugs from the Average Wholesale
Price (AWP) minus 10% to minus 15%. In September 2002, the OIG issued a follow-up
report, "Medicaid Pharmacy - Additional Analyses of the Actual Acquisition Cost of
Prescription Drug Products (A-06-02-00041)." OIG concluded the following:
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• "For single source innovator drugs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 17.2% below AWP.

• For all drugs without FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an estimated
discount of 27.2% below AWP.

• For multiple source drugs without FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 44.2% below AWP. (Innovator multiple source drugs at
an estimated discount of 24.4% and 54.2% for non-innovator multiple source
drugs,)

• For multiple source drugs with FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 72.1% below AWP."

OIG recommends that if states use a reimbursement system based on the AWP,
they should use a four-tiered payment system (based on the above categories) to bring
pharmacy reimbursement more in line with the actual acquisition cost of prescription
drugs. OIG stated, "using a single percentage discount does not adequately consider the
large fluctuations in actual discounts between brands and generics that we found during
our additional analysis." CARIE believes that rather than cut the spend-down program,
DPW could realize significant savings by implementing OIG's recommendations.

Founded in 1977, CARIE is a non-profit organization dedicated to improving the
quality of life for frail older adults. CARIE's focus of concern spans the long term care
continuum of long-term care needs from those who are homebound to those who are
institutionalized. Older adults who experience physical or psychological impairment
frequently have difficulty advocating for themselves and are often a silent group.
CARIE works to protect their rights and promote awareness of their special needs and
concerns.

If you need any further clarification regarding these comments, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (215) 545-5728, extension 244 or at menio@carie.org.

Sincerely,

/ )

Diane A. Menio
Executive Director
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IRRC

From: brewster.fay@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2002 4:22 O r i g i n a l : 2296

To: IRRC

Subject: Prescription coverage

Please protect prescription coverage, especially for the mentally ill. They suffer enough already. If they have
access to medication, they are far less likely to end up homeless or in prison. Our duty as citizens is to protect our
own. Please do what you can to represent my view in your decision making. Sincere thanks,
Brewster Fay

10/31/2002



IRRC

From: bearwood [bearwoocl@icubed.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 31, 2028 1:15 PM Original: 2296

Eliminating prescription coverage to individuals using the NMP spenddown
would be extremely unfair and costly to the state.
A friend of mine receives this benefit.
Monthly she must pay medical bills until she gets to the $200 plus number
which qualifies her for Medical Assistance. She has a serious, disabling
brain disorder which qualifies her on her own for benefits. Do not add
more problems to people already overloaded by living on the poverty level
income.
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Office of Income M&S#$nari§§
Feather O. Houstoun Bureau of Policy *,.
Secretary
Department of Public Welfare
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
333 Health and Welfare Building
P.O. Box 2675
Harrisburg, P A 17105-2675
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Dear Secretary Houstoun:

On behalf of our 225 member hospitals and health care systems, The Hospital &
Healthsystem Association of Pennsylvania (HAP) and the Delaware Valley Healthcare
Association of HAP (DVHC) welcome ibis opportunity to comment on the proposed
rulemaking published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on October 5,2002, regarding income
provisions for categorically needy Non-Money Payment (NMP) and Medically Needy
Only (MNO) spend-down eligibility and financial requirements for eligibility for
Medicaid long-term care (LTC) services.

These two programs form a crucial safety net for Pennsylvania's most vulnerable citizens
by enabling the aged, blind, or disabled or those with catastrophic medical expenses who
are above the traditional Medicaid eligibility limits to receive necessary medical care
through the Medicaid program. Therefore, HAP and DVHC contend that eliminating ihe
NMP and curtailing the MNO spend-down programs will have negative consequences
that far outweigh any savings for the commonwealth.

Since persons on Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) cannot receive Medicare
for two years, NMP is a critical safety net, assuring services for these vulnerable
individuals. Your department has suggested that some persons who were receiving NMP
spend down will be able to move onto the Medical Assistance for Workers with
Disabilities (MAWD) Program, This wiU not be an option if they arc so disabled that
they cannot work. Those individuals who will not qualify for health insurance through
another public program will join the growing number of the uninsured. As you know, the
uninsured are less likely to have access to primary and preventive health care and less
likely to fill needed prescriptions. Therefore, there will almost certainly be a substantial
increase in the uncompensated care burden now bom by Pennsylvania's hospitals.
Hospitals cannot continue to sustain the growing uncompensated care burden.

The individuals covered by these two programs are by definition aged, blind, disabled, or
medically needy. Many of these individuals need medical care in order to continue living
in a non-institutional setting. The high level of need for medical services that is inherent
to those currently covered through these programs will not disappear. Necessary medical
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care may be delayed or foregone altogether. Furthermore, there is no affordable
alternative for prescription coverage for xnosi of the people currently on this program.
Jt is likely that lack of access to care will lead to a farther decline in the health status of
many of these individuals. Many will not seek treatment until a health emergency arises.
As a result, the commonwealth may have to spend more in the long run through long
term care.

HAP and DVHC of HAP support your department's plans to automatically check for
eligibility for MAWD or MNO spend down. Additionally, we urge the Department of
Public Welfare to;

• Take this initiative a step further and automatically check for eligibility for
adultBasic, CHIP, and PACE/PACENET.

• Implement a program by which those who are not eligible for any other public
program might continue to receive a Mcdicaid benefit since this coverage is so
important to seniors and persons with disabilities.

HAP and DVHC suggest a possible alternative to the proposed rule limiting the time frame
of medical bills for recipients under the MNO program. Those individuals not eligible for
another program should be able to retain their current coverage under Medical Assistance
guidelines. For example, if an individual qualifies for the MNO program under the current
rules, but would not qualify under the proposed rules, and they are not eligible for
alternative programs such as CHIP or aduItBasic, then he/she should be allowed to apply
for MA benefits under the current rule (using medical bills that may be older than three
months). There would still be cost savings since those that were eligible for other programs
would incur less expense for the commonwealth and no expense to the Medicaid program.
Yet, the net effect would be that no one would be dropped ftom the safety net program. In
other words, rather than increasing the number of uninsured by having the individuals who
would have been afiected by the proposed elimination of NMP spend-down tenninated or
uncovered, we recommend reviewing these cases for eligibility under other programs
initially, utilizing Medical Assistance as the insurer of last resort when applicable*
Limiting the growth in the number of uninsured Pennsylvanians who are blind, disabled, or
chronically ill will ensure that this population has access to the medical services necessary
to maintain their lives in the community.

HAP and DVHC also would like to express concerns regarding the limitation in the amount
of allowable deductions for outstanding medical expenses to $10,000 when determining
contribution toward the cost of the long-term care (LTC) services. Once again, this

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 1. 10:01AM PRINT TIME NOV. 1. 10:03AM
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limitation will result in a medical expense debt that the MA recipient cannot afford; and
ultimately the service provider will not be compensated for care rendered, thus increasing
uncoxnpensated care burdens. Although we understand that the intent of this limitation is to
encourage individuals who are potentially eligible for MA to apply for MA on a timely
basis to prevent a medical expense debt to a LTC fecility at the private rate, we do not
believe it will, in feet, accomplish this objective.

Finally, we ask you to reconsider the proposed elimination of an optional income deduction
that is currently provided for maintenance of a home when the LTC recipient's stay in the
LTC facility is expected to be less than six months. We caution you about this proposed
change as it could have a serious negative impact on the discharge planning process for
individuals in LTC programs. In addition, individuals may hesitate and resist applying for
MA to cover the cost of LTC services if they realize that it could affect their ability to
maintain their primary residence. This provision is counter to the commonwealth's
objective to enable individuals to return to their homes rather than being forced into an
institutional setting.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views on these important regulations, if you
or your stafifneed fttrther clarification of our views, please do not hesitate to contact Anne
McHugh, HAP's director, health care finance policy at amchugh@haponline.org, or (717)
561-5317; or Pam Clarke, DVHC's vice president, managed care, at pclarke@dvhc.org, or
(215)735-3265.

Sincerely,

PAULA A. BUSS ARD
Senior Vice President
Policy and Regulatory Services

c: Linda Hicks, Deputy Secretary of Income Maintenance
Edward Zogby, Director, Bureau of PoHcy

RECEIVED TIME NOV. 1. 10:01AM PRINT TIME NOV. 1. 10:02AM
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Bureau of Policy
Department of Public Welfare NOV 0 4 2002
Room 431 .£ X <2Mu*lf&
Health and Welfare Building ™!J)J tJj'jU
UarricKurn DA 17-1 OH MKBB<m> IAS /XALA**SHarrisburg, PA 17120 REFERTO:

WDear Mr. Edward Zogby: fL

I am a member of the National Alliance for the Mentally III (NAMI), the Lehigh Valley Mental
Health Society, and the Lehigh Valley HealthChoices Consumer/Family Advisory Committee. I
am confident the concerns I express here are shared by all the other members of these
organizations.

I am strongly opposed to the proposed regulations of the Department of Public Welfare (DPW)
that would eliminate prescription drug coverage for those covered under a category of Medical
Assistance known as "NMP spend down.11 Many of the people who would lose their medications
under this proposal have severe mental illness and, even if working, do not have the income to
pay the high cost of their medications. Consequently they will decompensate and will have to
enter one of the psychiatric hospitals operated under state funding. Moreover, I am terribly
fearful because many of these severely afflicted people would fall through the cracks and
become menaces to society. The work of the noted psychiatrist, E. Fuller Torrey, and others
clearly show that mentally ill people untreated do have a much higher rate of committing violent
crimes than does the general population. Saving money at one point in state operations, i.e.
DPW, will create significant increases in state spending at other points of state operations. For
example, admissions to state psychiatric hospitals will increase and usage of PACENet will
increase, both creating strong additional demands in those areas which function solely on a
funding stream from the state. The NMP program creates less burden on state funding
because it uses about 50% Federal funding.

The proposal to eliminate NMP spend down will have the following detrimental effects. No new
state administration, Democrat or Republican, would want to face the public having
implemented such backward and expensive regulations.

1. Persons with mental disabilities will lose incentive to seek work. Work itself is therapeutic for
these people. The sfcte built its PACENET program on the tenet that work aids recovery.
Canceling NMP spend down moves us in a direction opposite to that the state took in creating
PACENET.

2. Violent crime will increase creating dangers to society and financial burdens for police forces.

3. Federal Medicaid reimbursement would be lost. The loss of these funds will ultimately
surface as additional burdens on state funding.



4. Persons on incomes of $800 to $900 per month cannot spend one-quarter to one-third of
their income for medications; hence they will decompensate.

5. DPW's own Medical Assistance Advisory Committee agrees that the elimination of NMP
spend down is not in the public interest.

6. This elimination of drug coverage conflicts with proposals in the General Assembly to expand
prescription coverage.

7. This cut down in drug coverage is not in line with the prevailing practice in most of the other
states of the U.S.

I urge you to abandon the proposal to eliminate NMP spend down, I intend to pursue my
opposition through appeals to the political candidates and to my representatives in the state
legislature. Your action is so "anti-human" I cannot understand how you can sleep at night
having introduced such a detrimental concept.

Please respond to my letter

Sincerely yours,

Robert H. McMickle, Ph.D.
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Patrice M. Gammon
711 S. Hutchinson Street
Philadelphia Pa 19147
pgammon@brynmawr.edu

October 31, 2002 Oflfci of Income Mav:[.A»ancs
Bureau of Policy

Edward Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy i^y n -
Department of Public Welfare " U V U ^ ̂ 002
Room 431 Health & Welfare Bldg. *j * sM / * /
Harrisburg, PA 17120 ? f ^ / W ^ ^ ^ ^

REFER TO? J iiJfff^f^ T*'
Dear Director Zogby (yL. Qj '

I have learned that the Department of Public Welfare is P+Jf)

proposing new regulations that would eliminate prescription coverage

for over 7000 Pennsylvanians, most of whom are on Social Security

Disability with incomes slightly above the federal poverty level. I

urge you to reject these proposed regulations. I am writing on behalf

of my mother, who has schizophrenia, and on behalf of thousands of

ot.her citizens like her.

Prescription coverage for many people with mental illnesses who

are receiving Social Security Disability is currently provided by a

special category of Medical Assistance known as "spend down". Your

proposed changes would eliminate that category of Medical Assistance

entirely. Although the affected individuals might qualify for Medical

Assistance under a different category, that category does not cover

prescription drugs.

Whatever cost savings these proposed changes result in will be

lost as the state scrambles to deal with crises caused when people

can't afford their medications. Please do not put people with severe

mental illness in the impossible position of not being able to afford

life saving treatment. The consequences of these policy changes will be

catastrophic for ill people, their families, and the community.

Sincerely,

Cf^/^w^
Patrice M. GamJKon

cc: Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St., 14th floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101
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Respond To: Philadelphia

October 31,2002

Original: 2296
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©flfca of Jnooffts fifehtsnance
Bureau of Poiiey

Edward X Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy
Department of Public Welfare
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
Hanisbuig, PA 17120

Re? Proposed Regulations to FV"iff**»fe the N1VTP SnemfDftwti

Dear Mr. Zogby:

The Disabilities Law Project writes on behalf of itself and Pennsylvania
Protection and Advocacy to urge the Department of Public Welfare to withdraw the
proposed amendments to regulations which will serve to eliminate the NMP Spend
Dowix. The proposal to eliminate this crucial program will not serve to save the
Commonwealth money in the long run, or even the relatively short run, and will cause
losfi of health, vision, limb and even life to Penntylvanians with disabilities.

Pennsylvania Protection and Advocacy, Inc. ("PPiA") is a non-profit
organization designated by the Governor of Pennsylvania to advocate for and protect the
lights of persons with disabilities throughout the Commonwealth pursuant to the DD Act,
PAMH, and PAIR. PP&A works to remedy discrimination encountered by citizens of the
Commonwealth who have disabilities to assure that they are able to participate to the
fullest extent in society alongside non-disabled persons. DLP is a not-for-profit law finn
which provides free legal assistance to persons with disabilities throughout the
Commonwealth* and is the legal back-up center to Pennsylvania Protection and
Advocacy.

Together, both organizations receive hundreds of calls every year from
Pennsylvanians with chronic illnesses and disabilities, and a bit too much income to
qualiiy for Healthy Horizons Medical Assistance, who are desperate to find a way to
have their health care needs met. Quite often, the NMP spend down is the only answer to

A legal backup center to Pennsylvania Protection & Advocacy Inc.

;;a 3Wd cHI 93TE2^SI2 99:91 2802/ie/0I
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Comments in Opposition to Elimination of NMP Spend Down
Disabilities Law Project and Pennsylvania Protection and Advocacy
October 31.2002
Page 2

their needs for health care coverage while they wait two years for their Medicare benefits
to begin,1 and is nearly always the only avenue to getting prescriptions covered.2 In
addition, the NMP spend down provides access to durable medical equipment when the
Medicare rules can be quite restrictive.

Tf NMP Spend Down is fuMmmQted, panpifl wifh disabilities and chronic long term
illness will pay a price of human suffering that cannot be quantified. The health of
people with disabilities who rely on this program to provide them with health care, and
especially with health sustaining medications which help to keep their illnesses under
control will be devastated. People with heart disease and high cholesterol will be at risk
of heart attack, stroke and death if they no longer have a way to obtain their medications.
People with arthritis will lose independence and deteriorate. People with diabetes who
lose the ability to have their insulin and blood monitoring devices covered will risk loss
of vision, limbs and life. People with mental illness controlled by medication who now
live in the community will end up institutionalized or in more segregated settings. People
with glaucoma will lose their sight Cancer survivors will risk recurrence. People who
have successfully undergone organ transplantation will risk rejection and death.

If NMP Spend Down is eliminated, DPW will end up paying a price that can be
quantified, and gives the lie to the assertions that this plan will save money tor the MA
system. When the heart attacks and strokes result in hospitaxations; when the
debilitating arthritis results in musing home admissions, wiicn the tuiiauiUvlIcd diabetes
leads to hospital care for wounds that will not heal and to surgical costs for limbs that
must be amputated; when the persons with schizophrenia decompensate without
medication and institutionalization results; when the person with glaucoma is overtaken
by unnecessary blindness and seeks care in a musing home; when the transplant patient's
body begins to rqect an organ and must reenter the hospital; these bills will be presented
to and paid by Medical Assistance. And the price tag on these bills is at vastly inflated
rates compared to the modest investment NMP Spend Down asks of DPW.

According to DPWs own figuues, foi a uiodost investment of au average uf $106
per person per month in state funds, DPW is able to use its federal match to buy $220
worth of medical care and prescription coverage for its medically needy residents with
disabilities, and for those who are elderly. To "save" the initial $9.2 million DPW
projects, it must make SI8.9 million in cuts. In projecting these savings,. DPW has failed
to factor in the future costs of paying for the hospitalizations and nursing home care, and

1 Although Medicare benefits begin immediately for persons who are 65, people who qualify for
Medicare because of disability must wait two years for coverage to begin. This lads: of coverage comes at a
time when they are most in need of establishing relationships with physicians and assuring good,
crmtiniK>u$ health care when they become disabled.
2 The PACE and PACENET programs only provide prescriptions to elderly Pennsylvania's, and not
to those with disabilities who are under 65.

£0 39Vd cTTQ 93T£S^9T2 99:91 3003/X£/0T
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Comments in Opposition to Elimination of NMP Spend Down
Disabilities Law Project and Pennsylvania Protection and Advocacy
October 31,2002
Page 3

increased spending in its menial health budget, that it will have to provide as former
recipients of NMP Spend Down Medical Assistance grow sicker.

DPWs budget is not the only one in the Commonwealth that will suffer due to
this proposal. TJOC&1 government entities will he asked to ahsoib the fiscal costs of this
cut, like Philadelphia* s City Health centers which offer medical care and prescriptions
free or at reduced cost to needy residents. Counties will see their mental health costs
expand as people turn to them for help with medications and care that was formerly
covered under NMP Spend Down Medical Assistance. Providers such as individual
doctors and hospitals will be asked to absorb some of the costs of charity and emergency
care before Medical Assistance coverage kicks in again as these people become sicker.

There are alternatives to this cut and a new administration should be allowed the
opportunity to consider them, as well a& to truly count the cost of this proposal. For
example, DPW could respond to the invitation of the federal Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and join New Jersey, Wisconsin, Indiana, Arkansas, Illinois,
Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Florida, South Carolina, Louisiana
(diabetic and asthma supplies and Pharmaceuticals), and Texas (limited to certain
psychiatric disabilities) and submit a Pharmacy waiver to operate the PACE and
PACENet program as a Medicaid program, and could expand it to include people with
disabilities as well as elderly persons. This would allow Pennsylvania to use the state
only dollars it currently spends in this program and more than double its investment by
drawing down federal Medicaid dollars, obviating or eliminating the need for any cuts.3

On behalf of Pennsylvania with disabilities, we urge DPW to withdraw this
proposal to eliminate a crucial program which protects the health and life of our citizens.

y yours,

IsaNLDay
Attorney at Law

cc: Kevin Casey, Executive Director, Pennsylvania Protection and Advocacy
1RRC
Senate Public Health and Welfare Committee members
House Health and Human Services Committee members

3 According to ihe Department of Aging's 2001 Report on foe VAUi program, approximately S326
million was spent for purchasing pharmaceutical* for elderly Pennsylvania*. If even 10% of these
expenditures were used to match and draw down fedwai financial participation in * prescription waiver,
Pennsylvania would more than make up for the money it proposes to "save" with the elimination of NMP
Spend Down.
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V> J;j*A.\> 7HbftM IU:. ^ / ^ i i>y
RE: Income Provisions for Categorically NMP-MA and MNO-MA 0£* CT

Dear Mr. Zogby: v ^ t ^

On behalf of CARIE, the Center for Advocacy for the Rights
and Interests of the Elderly, thank you for the opportunity to comment
on the proposed regulations for the elimination of the Non-Money
Payment (NMP) spend-down. CARIE opposes these proposed
regulations. The changes are clearly not in the best interest of the
public. We hope you will consider our concerns and make needed
revisions before the final regulations are published and promulgated.

As you know, NMP spend-down is a safety net program for
Pennsylvanians with costly medical bills. The NMP spend-down
allows individuals to deduct the amount paid in medical bills from
their monthly income to become eligible for Medical Assistance (MA).
It is a cumbersome process where the individual needs to show proof
of monthly income and provide receipts each month to prove that they
have spent their income on approved medical expenses. Most
individuals who utilize the program are just above the income limit for
Medicaid. They either have no or limited savings, or have spent their
savings because of their illness. All have high monthly medical
expenses. To participate in this program, one must pay a minimum of
$137/month (the difference between the Healthy Horizons and SSI
levels) and most spend closer to $250/month. Because of the
cumbersome process and the expensive monthly payment (which can
be likened to a premium), only those with high out-of-pocket costs are
even able to participate in this program. Older Pennsylvanians rely on
the NMP spend-down program to help pay for high prescription
medication costs and other medical expenses not covered by Medicare.

The Department of Public Welfare (DPW) estimates that over
7,000 individuals, including many older adults will lose their benefits.
This program is certainly not a "budget buster" for the
Commonwealth. However, its loss will leave many with no place to
turn for help at a time when they need it most. Absent healthcare
coverage, older Pennsylvanians will not take prescribed medications.

More Than 25 Yean

i Service to (He Elderly

Center for Advocacy for the Rights and Interests of the Elderly

100 North 17th Street Suite 600 Philadelphia, PA 19103

T: 215.545.5728 F: 215.545.5372 W: vwvw.carie.org A United Way Agency
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Their conditions will deteriorate. And, they will end up requiring more costly hospital
or nursing home care. It is also important to mention that Pennsylvania loses the federal
matching funds and may lose $418 million in federal funding that is being proposed to
help states that do not decrease MA benefits. (U.S. Senate Bill 812 allowing for this
provision has already passed the Senate.)

We are pleased to see DPW's plan to automatically review recipients for other
programs that may help them pay for medical expenses. (Described in the Affected
Persons and Organizations comment section) Individuals are often unaware that they
are eligible for certain benefits or programs. However, we recommend adding language
to the Fiscal Impact, Commonwealth comment section to reflect the loss of federal
funding.

CARIE understands the growing fiscal challenges that DPW is facing. It is
important to consider that just as the state is facing financial problems, so too are
individuals and families with catastrophic or terminal illnesses. These individuals and
families need the support of the state at a time when they have nowhere else to turn.
Additionally, the fiscal impact on the Department of allowing these most chronically ill
individuals to deteriorate to a point at which they will need hospital or nursing home
care and will be eligible for MA coverage of the cost of that care needs to be considered.
Earlier this year, the citizens of Pennsylvania as well as the nation anxiously watched the
rescue of the 18 miners from the Quecreek mining accident. The Commonwealth can be
proud of its response to this accident. Governor Schweiker and other officials
demonstrated strong leadership and marshaled the needed resources to have a successful
resolution to the crisis. The same response in terms of leadership and resources should
be given to the 7,000 individuals who are sick and need support from the
Commonwealth. It would have been unconscionable to leave the miners to die. It is
unconscionable to leave those with dire medical needs with nowhere to turn for help.

Recently, CARIE helped a 62-year-old Hispanic woman with no health insurance
apply to the spend-down program. She has multiple medical problems and has monthly
prescription drug costs of over $200. She is married and the couple's joint income is just
over the Medicaid limit, and she will not be eligible for PACE until she turns 65. She
cannot afford to pay for her heart and blood pressure medications or prescriptions for
arthritis. Spend-down will allow her to get the prescription drugs and medical care that
she needs.

CARIE suggests that rather than cut this vital program to save costs, DPW
should look at its proposed regulations for pharmaceutical services (55 PA. Code Ch.
1121). The Need for the Proposed Rulemaking references a study done by the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) entitled, "Medicaid Pharmacy - Actual Acquisition Costs of
Brand Name Prescription Drug Products." DPW references this study and others to
justify the change in reimbursement for prescription drugs from the Average Wholesale
Price (AWP) minus 10% to minus 15%. In September 2002, the OIG issued a follow-up
report, "Medicaid Pharmacy - Additional Analyses of the Actual Acquisition Cost of
Prescription Drug Products (A-06-02-00041)." OIG concluded the following:
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• "For single source innovator drugs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 17.2% below AWP.

• For all drugs without FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an estimated
discount of 27.2% below AWP.

• For multiple source drugs without FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 44.2% below AWP. (Innovator multiple source drugs at
an estimated discount of 24.4% and 54.2% for non-innovator multiple source
drugs.)

• For multiple source drugs with FULs: pharmacies purchased the drugs at an
estimated discount of 72.1% below AWP."

OIG recommends that if states use a reimbursement system based on the AWP,
they should use a four-tiered payment system (based on the above categories) to bring
pharmacy reimbursement more in line with the actual acquisition cost of prescription
drugs. OIG stated, "using a single percentage discount does not adequately consider the
large fluctuations in actual discounts between brands and generics that we found during
our additional analysis." CAKE believes that rather than cut the spend-down program,
DPW could realize significant savings by implementing OIG's recommendations.

Founded in 1977, CARBE is a non-profit organization dedicated to improving the
quality of life for frail older adults. CARIE's focus of concern spans the long term care
continuum of long-term care needs from those who are homebound to those who are
institutionalized. Older adults who experience physical or psychological impairment
frequently have difficulty advocating for themselves and are often a silent group.
CARIE works to protect their rights and promote awareness of their special needs and
concerns.

If you need any further clarification regarding these comments, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (215) 545-5728, extension 244 or at menio@carie.org.

Sincerely,

Diane A. Menio
Executive Director
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PA Department of Public Welfare TSrTtn
Room 431 ^J2<A&
Health and Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

RE: Income Provisions for Categorically NMP-MA and MNOMA \ /

Dear Mr. Zogby: •

On behalf of Southeast Pennsylvania Alliance of Adult Day Services, I thank you for the ;
opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations for the elimination of the Non-Money : - '
Payment (NMP) spend-down. We oppose these proposed regulations. The changes are clearly
not in the best interest of the public.

As you know, NMP spend-down is a safety net program for Pennsylvanians with costly
medical bills. The NMP spend-down allows individuals to deduct the amount paid in medical
bills from their monthly income to become eligible for Medical Assistance (MA). It is a
cumbersome process where the individual needs to show proof of monthly income and provide
receipts each month to prove that they have spent their income on approved medical expenses.
Most individuals who utilize the program are just above the income limit for Medicaid. They
either have no or limited savings, or have spent their savings because of their illness. All have
high monthly medical expenses. Older Pennsylvanians rely on the NMP spend-down program to
help pay for high prescription medication costs and other medical expenses not covered by
Medicare.

The Department of Public Welfare (DPW) estimates that over 7,000 individuals, including
many older adults will lose their benefits. The loss of NMP spend-down will leave many with no
place to turn for help at a time when they need it most.

We hope you will reconsider these proposed regulations and decide not to eliminate the
NMP spend-down program.

Sincerely,

>,yA^^Pl€^2^^ *JC^£&^i~~*---~^ -530" Old York Read

FrancineFineman „ .. , , t. n-..,,„
Philadelphia. PAibUI

President

Ter (215)456-2919

Fax. 12[15)456-2025
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October 30,2002

Edward Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy, Office of Income Maintenance
Department of Public Welfare Orig inal : 2296

Room 431, Health and Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear Mr. Zogby,

The Mental Health Association of Southeast PA is firmly opposed to the proposed DPW regulation^ 4-
477 published October 5, 2002. Thb^egulation would terminate over 7000 Pennsylvanians from Medical
Assistance under the Non-Money Payment category. Non-Money Payment Spend Down provides
essential prescription coverage to people in Southeast PA on Social Security Disability who do not
qualify for PACE because they are not yet 65. Many of those individuals have mental illnesses and rely
on prescription medications as part of a treatment plan to keep them stabilized so they can remain
contributing members of society Many of these newer medications are extremely costly and beyond the
reach of people on Social Security disability. To remove the only form of prescription coverage
available to these individuals is to condemn them to a relapse of their mental illness.

In addition to the dire impact on the individuals who lose this essential coverage, we are fearful that the
loss of this coverage will result in increased fiscal pressures on an already overburdened public mental
health system. As people decompensate after they run out of their medications they will require increased
services from the mental health system, both in terms of frequency and intensity. People who were safely
maintained in the community with only outpatient therapy may now need partial hospitalization and
people in partial hospitalization programs may require impatient hospitalizations when they
decompensate due to lack of appropriate medications. There are also risks of increased costs to other
service systems such as criminal justice and homelessness services.

For all the reasons stated above, we urge the Department to withdraw these proposed regulations.

Sincerely,

Mary Hurtfg ^
Policy Director

Cc: Independent Regulatory Review Commission

1211 Chestnut Street, 11th Floor • Philadelphia, PA 19107 • 215.751.1800 • Fax: 215. 636.6300
Website: www.mhasp.org • Email: mha@mhasp.org

A United Way Agency
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IRRC

From: Martin Stone : -

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2002 4:03 PM

TO: IRRC ^^- 'v^v/ . , . - . : - :^^;- ;^ '
Subject: Dont take down the spend-down

To whom it may concern: Or ig inal : 2296

My name is Martin Stone and I am a therapist at the Deaf Services Center, a partial hospitalization
program affiliated with Milestones Community Healthcare, Inc., in Glenside, Pennsylvania. I am
writing to oppose the elimination of NMP Spend-Down proposed by Department of Public Welfare. We
serve clients who are deaf and have severe mental illnesses. They attend the program here for
medication management and participate in groups or individual therapy to deal with their mental
illnesses. Their participation has decreased their hospitalization greatly. Most of our clients depend on
Medical Assistance while some of them depend on the NMP Spend-Down to support their psychiatric
and medical needs which has contributed greatly to sustaining their health needs.

Taking away the NMP Spend-Down will lead to dramatic increases in recipients' medical costs, which
can seriously affect their ability to spend their income on housing rent, food, and utilities. Without the
support of the NMP Spend-Down, the recipients won't be able to afford medications and have less
inclination to make appointments with health-care specialists such as doctors and dentists. Without
proper medical care, their health will be affected seriously, which in turn, will affect the state economy
with much higher health costs in Medicare to pay for operations to correct health problems.

Please consider rescinding the proposal because it would cause pain, suffering, and death and therefore
does not protect the public health and welfare, and would ultimately cost the Commonwealth money
when people end up needing expensive hospital and nursing home.

Thank you very much for your time.

Sincerely, Martin Stone

Do you Yahoo!?
HotJobs - Search new jobs daily now

10/30/2002
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IRRC

From: RootLS@aol.com

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2002 8:08 PM

To: IRRC

Subject: (no subject) „ rtrt^
r, u on o Original: 2296

October 30, 2002

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to request that serious consideration be given to keep the Medical Assistance category A"NMP
spendownA". The persons who depend on this for medications will suffer greatly without their necessary
medications which they will not be able to get in any other way, due to circumstances which they cannot alter.
Without their medications, they will become a heavier burden to their community and State, to say nothing of their
own personal suffering. My plea is to keep the present category of Medical Assistance A"NMP spendown A" in
place.
In the name of compassion and for those who suffer so much, thank you.

LaVerne S. Root

10/31/2002



IRRC

From: Chiara [wllsonorg@webtv.net]
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2002 7:13 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: ss pres. plan

Original: 2294>
how could u even think to take away prescription drug programs with ss
disability, my god these people need these medicines to live everyday.
dont open a pandoras box.
I am a nami advocate and caregiver for a mental health consumer and I am
angry. Does no one care for these peoples struggles!!! shame
newtown pa
claire

C CO

c
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Gloria Guard

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Grant Rawdin, Esq.

PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATION

Rowan House

525 North 39TH Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104-4656

Phone: 215-382-7523

Fax: 215-386-6290

eMail: pec@pec-cares.org

SHELTER & SERVICES

3902 Spring Garden Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104-465 5

Phone: 215-382-7521

Fax: 215-349-9099

WEBSITE: www.pec-cares.org

Original: 2296

Mr. Edward J. Zogby
Department of Public Welfare
Bureau of Policy
Health and Welfere Building. Room 431

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear Mr. Zogby:

Subject: Medical Assistance Funding

fiEPERTOr

NW 0 4 2002

& -

On behalf of People's Emergency Center, Pennsylvania's oldest and most comprehensive social service
agency for homeless women, teens, and their children, I am writing to express my opposition to the
elimination of NMP Spend-Down as proposed by DPW. Currently, over 7,000 elderly and disabled people
across the state utilize this funding, to meet healthcare needs that they would otherwise not be able to afford.
The elimination of this funding will have a devastating effect on this population and may lead to an increase in
state-funded hospitalizations and nursing home stays in the long-term.

I urge DPW to withdraw the regulations or to delay your consideration until the new administration can
carefully consider the Spend-Down's impact on the health of Pennsylvania's most vulnerable citizens, and the
economy of the state.

Sincerely,

cc: Ms. Feather O'Connor Houstoun
DPW Secretary

A United Way Agency

State law requires us to tell you that PEC is registered as a charitable organization with the Commonwealth.
You can obtain a copy of our registration and Financial information by calling toll free within Pennsylvania
1-800-732-0999. Registration does not imply endorsement.
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Salisbury House Management. Irrc.
25 Hooks Lane, Suite 310
Baltimore MD 21208
410.653.0944
fex 410.653.2785

Salisbury House of Northeast PA, Inc.

Uhigh Valley
65 E. Elizabeth Arc., Suite 1000
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610.865.6116
&x 610,865.5044

Gtrbon-Monrot-Pikc Counties
25 North Eighth Street
Stroudibiifg.. PA 18360
570.422,6670
fax 570.422.6673

LakewoodftetrcatLLC

RD#3 Cherry Lane
East Scroucbbutg, PA 18301
570.4217668
6x570.421.7675

SALISBURY HOUSE
INCORPORATED

Deportment of Public Welfare October 29,2002
Edward J . Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy

Health and Welfare Building. Room 431
Harrrsburg, PA 17120

Dear Mr. Zogby,

I am writing to you in opposition to the proposal to cut the NMP 5pend-Dowrj
Program, I am a therapist in the partial hospital of the Deaf Services Center
of Milestones Community Healthcare, Inc. We seryt individuals who ore deaf
and chronically mentally ill. We provide individual/group therapy as well as
medication management for their psychiatric, needs.

-Mtf

Salisbury House of Southeast PA, Inc.
dbaiMilestones Community
HeaWearr. Inc.

J^m^mmf md Bmh Cmmfej
614 North Eaiton Komd
denude, PA 19038
215.884.5566
raj 215.885.1746

Berks County
844 Centre Avenue
Reading, PA 19601
610.655.9845
fax 610.655.9909

Sehuylkill County

2075 Wen Nonvegitn Street
Room 3
Poctivillc, PA 17901
570,622.3249
bx 570.624.7562

Lehigh & Northampton County
65 E. Elizabeth Ave., Suite 1000
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610.865.6116

&X61O.865.1444RECEIVE0 TIME

Most of our consumers ore dependent on Medical Assistance with a fraction
of our consumers relying on Spend Down. By cutting this program, our
consumers wilt not get the care they need to continue stabilized treatment
for maintaining their mental illness and therefore Mil increase their
frequency for inpatient hospitali2ations. Not only will these cuts effect their
mental health, but also their physical health. Many of our members have
additional physical problems which require regular medication and visits to
their doctor. By taking away their ability to receive proper medical care, they
will deteriorate and increase the need for hospital!zation or nursing care,
which will then qualify them to receive Medical Assistance. This will \n turn
cost the Commonwealth more money in the long run and cause innocent people
increased pain and suffering.

Please consider withdrawing the proposal to eliminate the NMP Spend-Down
program or at least delay going forward until a new administration has hod the
chance to study the impact of the proposed cuts and to consider alternatives.
Please feel free to contact me to discuss further needs of our consumers and
the damaging effects this will have on them if the proposal to eliminate
Spend-Down is met.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter,

Megan Hemmick, BS

CC: Lisa t>«y, Roland Turk, Twii Anderson

CftlCS; .vfisjice
Bu-j'.-.si •>->'

OCT 3 0 2002
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BririQinfl children and Kimilic* together *"" . . .... &foint3n&nCQ

OCT*er26'2002
 oc1 3 14008

Department of Publk Welfare v / /pJJiJ^J
Edwani h Zogby, Director ^^S^2f
Bureau of Policy _ • • u m (tfTTTWi —
Health and Welfare Building, Rm. 431 R ^ t n ' /?££, "***
Hairisburg, PA 17120 dJjtfM

tLJP
Dear Mr. Zogby; ^^^

On behalf of Every Child, Inc. and die children and families we serve, I am writing to urge you
to oppose the elimination of the NMP Spend Down as proposed by the Department of Public
Welfare.

. Every Child, Inc. is a non-profit social service for children with physical and developmental
disabilities* emotional challenges and special healthcare needs. Our mission is to help ensure
that all children—regardless of age, race, disability, or seriousness of medical condition—have
the opportunity to grow up in safe, loving and lasting families. We achieve our goal by
providing an array of in-home support services to families, special needs adoption services, and
the temporary resource of foster family care. We believe most families can be strengthened to
become their children's best caregivers, when their needs are assessed and they are provided
appropriate support services. Since we began in 1997, the agency has helped ensure that over
1000 children are growing up in the families they need and deserve. AH Every Child services to
families are free of charge.

Many of the parents (birth, foster and adoptive) we serve also have challenges—which may
include physical disabilities or special healthcare conditions. In addition, they may be dealing
with issues of environmental impoverishment Or, they may simply be struggling to make ends
meet Ic is this population that can most be affected by the loss of the NMP Spend-Down.
Without the additional financial support offered by the Spend-Down program, parents will
most likely face further financial and emotional stresses that can impact the well being of their
family. At worst, their children may be vulnerable to abuse and neglect and at risk of oui-of*
home placement The expense of placing children in foster care will far exceed the financial
savings the State hopes to realize by cutting the NMP Spend-Down program.

We strongly encourage you, at the least, to delay your decision to cut this critical medical
assistance in order to give the next administration an opportunity to review the impact of its loss
on the people who most need it, their families, and the long-tenn cost to Pennsylvania's
citizens .

Every Child, Inc. joins a multitude of other organizations serving children and adults with
disabilities and special health care needs to voice our dissent: "Don't take down the spend
down!"

Si Q4<4Mt~
McNutt

smmunication Officer

>« w »"'»»RE«TvVD-T"ilie'ocfM TiSfirPA'"'" " " i t f i f fHF ocT/ii."1 ffiW " * « * * * • " "
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EVERY CHILD, INC
Bringing Children and Families Together

East Liberty Station
6401 Perm Avenue Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 665-06OO Fax (412) 665-0755 or (412) 665-0341
E-mail: evcrvch98@aoLcom

Susan L Davis> Executive Direcxor

PLEASE DELIVER IMMEDIATELY

™£gf&?f!^*1rt7* w «c
FROM:

DAT£ Dot. u, loot
TOTAL PAGES (including cover page) ^

MESSAGE.

°Cr

OffiCQ of Inconrc- Mslr.tanartc^
Bureau of Pe-Iisv

OCT 3 1 2002

REFERTO.

If any problem* oceu/ wirh trinsmiuion, pktsc coll (412) 665-0600

This facsimile ttansmrtsion eomawt* l»KIVlL£CtU A>U CONff&C.VTIXt, INFORMATION that is intended only for Ch« use of the
addresscc(s) named ihove. IT you am CRK the intended recipient oflhii lrtn*nni$iofr. or an employee or BK«III rcapoasibta for dc/Wefinf i t »
the inrcaded «ccipi<nt, you are Hereby notified rhu any diisemintttitfa ur copying ofchis telimJle transm^iiufi U iaictiy prohibited, if you
have received mis tacsimilc traAimiision by error, please immediately notify us by telephone.

Think you for your cooperation
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Chester County Disability Services
Cerebral Palsy Association of Chester County, Inc.

749 Springdale Drive, Exton, PA. 19341-2858
^^^^—r Tel: (610) 524-5850 1 -800-559-2237

CO^f5**> FAX: (610) 524-5855
i

Original: 2296 • f O

October 24,2002 2\ °

Independent Regulatory Review Commission t Kr,
333 Market St, 14th Floor V; - <o
Harrisburg, PA 17101 *"T °

To Whom It May Concern:

On behalf of the Cerebral Palsy Association of Chester County, Inc., I am writing to
oppose the elimination of NMP Spend-down as proposed by DPW.

We are a small non profit organization in Chester County that serves adults age 18-59
with physical disabilities. Each year, we meet new clients that are attempting to come to
terms with their new limitations, and then are suddenly confronted with a new realization
that they cannot afford medical insurance or their prescriptions on the disability income
they receive. Next they come to understand that Medicare will not kick in for more than
2 years. The only relief we are able to offer at this time is to apply for the spend-down
program. This program offers them the comfort of knowing that after they spend a
certain amount on medical expenses, they will still be able to obtain the prescriptions,
therapies, or testing they need to improve or at least maintain their health. These
individuals are usually operating with low incomes just to meet their monthly food and
housing issues, so the additional medical expenses become extras they can no longer
afford.

As a private non-profit agency that provides quality service to individuals with
disabilities, I strongly urge you to withdraw your proposal to eliminate the NMP Spend-
down. This program, even limited as it is, offers a lifeline to many people, providing just
basic medically needed options to them.

Sincerely,

^YL )v (i-o<S A ^ ^ - v f ^
Linda Redding
Director of Agency Services

A United Way Agency
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Board of Managers
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PfMNMnt

305 Ewing Road
Cinwgto, PA 15106-1509

Thomas LJ King
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126 South 3fat Street
Camp Hill, PA 17011-4509
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PENNSYLVANIA SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF THE DEAF, INC

Pounded 1S81 * Incorporated 1891 \ .
To: Department of Public Welfare

Edward J. Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
Hanisbuig, PA 17120 \

cc: Lisa Day, Esq, Disability Law Project \ \
Independent Regulatory Review \ c
Honorable Rosita Youngblood, PA Representative A Secretary of HHS c

Honorable Allyson Y.Schwartz, PA Senator 4fc Rep to Dept of Public
Health & Welfare

Honorable Vincent J. Hughes, State Senator and Minority Chair of Public
Hcalth&Welfare

Honorable Anthony H. Williams, State Senator
Honorable Vincent J. Fumo, State Senator
Honorable Christine M. Tartaglione, State Senator
Honorable Shirley M Kitchen, Stale Senator
Honorable Michael J. Stack, State Senator

From: Lawrence J. Brick, Chairperson, Medical Access Committee of
the Pennsylvania Society for the Advancement of the Deaf (PSAD)

Date: Thursday, October 24,2002

I am Chairperson of the Medical Access Committee of
the Pennsylvania Society for the Advancement of the Deaf (PSAD). PSAD is opposed to
the elimination of NMP Spend-Down as proposed by DPW.

Rather than take up your time in reading about the obviously devastating impact the
spend down will have on those with limited income, I wish to remind you of the late
Minnesota Senator Herbert K Humphry's philosophy about government responsibility
to those art limited in their ability to protect or advocate for themselves.

HHH said that the government will be judged by how it treats those in the sunshine of
life, the children; those in the sunset of life, the elderly; and those in the twilight of life,
the disabled

Let these wise words be your guide.

-i 4A- I MLawrence J. Brick
3017 Midvalc Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19129-1027

TDD Phooe:(TDD or via PA Telecommunication Services - 711 or 1-800-654-5988)
215-438-2233
Fax: 215-438-4229 Cffios of tocorre Mahrtenanbe
Email: ljbrick@earthlinkjict Bureau o? Policy

3017 Midvale Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19129
TTY: 215-438-2233 Fax: 215-438-4229

Phone: Call Relay at 711 or 1-800-654-5988,
Give operator TTY phone number 215-438-2233

E-mail: ljbrickOearthlink.net
RSFEfl'Kfc

RECEIVED TIME OCT. 24. 7:30PM PRINT TIME OCT. 24. 7:31PM

OCT 2 5 2002
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Chester County Disability Services V
Cerebral Palsy Association of Chester County, Inc. V

749 Springdale Drive, Exton, PA. 19341-2858 -c \
gr^^^^r- Tel: (610) 524-5850 1-800-559-2237 " > . '
**3^5** FAX: (610) 524-5855

Original: 2296

October 24, 2002
Office of Income Maintenance'

Department of Public Welfare Bureau of Policy
Edward J. Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy OCT 2 8 2002
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
Harrisburg, PA 17120 P^mud^L^

Dear Mr. Zogby: Of-^

On behalf of the Cerebral Palsy Association of Chester County, Inc., I am writing to rU^-/

oppose the elimination of NMP Spend-down as proposed by DPW.

We are a small non profit organization in Chester County that serves adults age 18-59
with physical disabilities. Each year, we meet new clients that are attempting to come to
terms with their new limitations, and then are suddenly confronted with a new realization
that they cannot afford medical insurance or their prescriptions on the disability income
they receive. Next they come to understand that Medicare will not kick in for more than
2 years. The only relief we are able to offer at this time is to apply for the spend-down
program. This program offers them the comfort of knowing that after they spend a
certain amount on medical expenses, they will still be able to obtain the prescriptions,
therapies, or testing they need to improve or at least maintain their health. These
individuals are usually operating with low incomes just to meet their monthly food and
housing issues, so the additional medical expenses become extras they can no longer
afford.

As a private non-profit agency that provides quality service to individuals with
disabilities, I strongly urge you to withdraw your proposal to eliminate the NMP Spend-
down. This program, even limited as it is, offers a lifeline to many people, providing just
basic medically needed options to them.

Sincerely,

Linda Redding \s
Director of Agency Services

A United Way Agency



IRRC

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Glass, Michael A. [mglass@ccac.edu]
Wednesday, October 23, 2002 5:37 PM
IRRC
Carolyng (E-mail)
spend-down

Original: 2296

This email requests that the IRRC reject the proposal for the DPW to not cover
prescriptions or durable medical equipment for people with disabilities and
elderly persons who have slightly too much income to qualify for free Medical
Assistance.

I am the coordinator of the Institute of Advanced Technology. We teach
computer tech skills exclusively to individuals with disabilities and then
assist them with permanent job placement. To eliminate the medical equipment
and prescription program would have a devastating effect on some of these
individuals. I have clients who would not be mobile if this program did not
pay for their wheelchairs. And while students are in my program at the
college, they are sometimes unemployed or underemployed in order to commit the
time to gain the skills to become more competitive in the marketplace. To
take a benefit away from them while they are trying to increase their skills
would be detrimental to what these individuals are trying to accomplish.

I oppose the elimination of this benefit that is designed to assist
Pennsylvania's most vulnerable citizens, and I hope you will work to eliminate
the attitude that fosters this kind of injustice toward individuals who are
disabled and elderly.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Aaron Glass
Coordinator
Institute of Advanced Technology

Po

CO '



M- W- YCOMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

UNION COUNTY ASSISTANCE OFFICE
1610 Industrial Blvd. Suite 300

Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837-1292
_ , A ^ TELEPHONE NUMBER

October 22 2 0 0 2 A*EA co°B <57o»-s24-22oi
1 fcWW*" FAX NUMBER <570>-524-2361

Edward J. Zogby, Director Or ig ina l : 2296
Bureau of Policy
Office of Income Maintenance Office 0: rnc? •••-?• •-h;:-,..; f v

Room 431, Health and Welfare Building Buroai;.;. r•••-, ,-,,,•, " *'•
PO Box 2675
Harrisburg PA 17105-2675 OCT 2 4 2G32

Dear Mr. Zogby: . ^ *0x$f^" .

These are comments from the Union County Board of Assistance on the proposed ^^O
changes to NMP Spenddown and Long Term Care programs published in the October
5th issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

The Board strongly objects to the elimination of the NMP Spenddown program. While
Union County does not have many of these cases, they do represent the most needy of
the County's Medical Assistance cases.

These NMP clients are people who are under age 65 with high pharmacy and other'
medical expenses. For example, our County has an NMP Spenddown client named Al
who has excess income of $141 per month. Al is age 44 and wheelchair bound. AI
spends his $141 excess at the beginning of each month on some of his prescriptions.
He is then able to use his ACCESS card to pay for his Kidney Dialysis treatments. Al
also uses his Access card to get transportation services from the Gounty's MA
transportation provider. There are no other programs that will cover ail of AI's medical
expenses.

The Board also objects to the removal of the Home Maintenance Deduction for patients
who are temporarily in a Long Term Care Facility. While few cases in Union County are
given this deduction, it is critical for those who do get it. Without this deduction most
temporary LTC patients will not be able to maintain their residence. With no home to
return to, their stay in the LTC will probably be extended while a new home is jocated. if
extended, their stay would not be covered by Medicaid (not Medically eligible), thus
adding to the burdenyof these patients with limited assets. The Board was also
concerned about the mental anguish that could result from a patient not knowing if they
will have any home to go to upon their release from the LCT. This could also create a
financial burden for local Social Service Agencies.

We appreciate the opportunity to have our comments considered.

Sincerely,

fat
Joseph Prah, Executive Director for
Dr. Matthew Silberman, Chairman
Union County Board of Assistance

ID>««f



CCP1C ^I+{^77~I1
Community College of Allegheny County ALLEGHENY CAMPUS

808 Ridge Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15212-6097

22 October 2002 Original • 2296 412.237.2525
u r i g m a i . zz^o www.ccac.edu

Office of fnoonie ?te!ntsnance
Department of Public Welfare Bureau of Po*cy
Edward J. Zogby,
Director OCT 2 82002
Bureau of Policy
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
Harrisburg, PA 17120 REFER TO:. __

Mr. Zogby,

My signature below constitutes request that the Department of Public Welfare
withdraw the proposal to not cover prescriptions or durable medical equipment
for people with disabilities and elderly persons who have slightly too much
income to qualify for free Medical Assistance.

I am the coordinator of the Institute of Advanced Technology. We teach
computer tech skills exclusively to individuals with disabilities and then assist
them with permanent job placement. To eliminate the medical equipment and
prescription program would have a devastating effect on some of these
individuals. I have clients who would not be mobile if this program did not pay for
their wheelchairs. And while students are in my program at the college, they are
sometimes unemployed or underemployed in order to commit the time to gain the
skills to become more competitive in the marketplace. To take a benefit away
from them while they are trying to increase their skills would be detrimental to
what these individuals are trying to accomplish.

I oppose the elimination of this benefit that is designed to assist Pennsylvania's
most vulnerable citizens, and I hope you will work to eliminate the attitude that
fosters this kind of injustice toward individuals who are disabled and elderly.

Respectfully submitted,

tycJmJL-. ^ W / ^ W
Michael Aaron Glass \
Coordinator c >K

Institute of Advanced Technology

'Wo place so close can take you so far."



Department of Public Welfare
Edward Zogby, Director
Room 401
Health & Welfare Building
Harrisburg Pa 17120 ~ - !;

Robert Barto
601 N Crescent Dr „ . . •• .<>-*
Kittanning Pa 16201 O r l g i n a l : M

Re: Comments to proposed elimination of NMP Spenddown provision to Medicaid rules

Dear Mr Zogby,

I am writing this letter in opposition to the proposed elimination of the NMP
Spenddown provision of Medicaid in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

As an Income Maintenance Caseworker for the Armstrong County Assistance Office,
I see the number of elderly and disabled who could be helped by the NMP Spenddown
program. The biggest benefit they would have would be the prescription drug coverage
they would be entitled to. They would not have to choose between eating and taking
there prescription medications.

There are a number of elderly or disabled individuals, who do not have family
members to make sure they understand that there was supplemental Medicare
coverage that could have reduced how much they pay for prescriptions drugs and
coinsurances and deductibles. I think it is up to the disabled or elderly applicant or
recipient whether or not they want to pay the spenddown amount, which in a lot of
cases is higher than a good Medicare supplement plan. In many of these cases, the
elderly of disabled individual does not know how to go about getting this supplemental
Medicare coverage.

Please don't take away whatever safety net the elderly and disabled individual has to
obtain prescription drugs, coverage of coinsurances and deductibles for Medicare, etc.
I think since the population in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is so old and many of
these individuals have no one to monitor their needs, this is one benefit that does not
need to be touched.

Thank you for attention to this matter.

Yours truly,

Robert Barto
10/21/02

CC: IRRC



PA's NMP Spend Down Program Page 1 of 1

IRRC

From: Bill "Chico" Ross [aimcrs@netcarrier.com]

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2003 11:31 AM
To: IRRC Orig ina l : 2296

Cc: dgates@phlp.org

Subject: PAs NMP Spend Down Program

I am opposed to Pennsylvania's Dept. of Public Welfare attempt to completely eliminate a
program, namely the UNMP spend down" category of Medical Assistance. NMP spend down is the
direct result of the Crammer decision. This category of Medical Assistance continues to provide
prescription drug coverage for people on Social Security who would otherwise only qualify for a
category of Medical Assistance that does not cover prescriptions ("MNO"). DPW is attempting to
overturn the Supreme Court's decision by way of regulation. It lacks legal authority to do so. To allow
DPW to do this would be to risk the health of seniors and people with disabilities who depend on this
program to afford them the prescriptions they desperately need.

Submitted by:

Bill "Chico" Ross
Civil Rights Advocate,
Abilities In Motion
416 Blair Avenue
Reading, PA 19601

> • ^ :

f : r-
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IRRC #2296
Title: Income Provisions For Categorically Needy NMP-

MA and MNO-MA
(Agency Form B)

NAME

Brockington, Anthony
Simon, Bobby
Snyder, John

ADDRESS DATE of
CORRESPONDENCE
11/4/02
11/4/02
11/4/02
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Department of Public Welfare October 29, 2002
Edward J. Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
, , ^ , -^«~ Original: 2296

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear fAr. Zogby,

My name is Bobby Simon. I am a member of the Deaf Services Center of
Milestones Community Healthcare, Inc. I am writing to ask you, please don't
cut the NMP Spend-Down program. I have friends who use Spend-Down and
don't want to see them hurt. Without insurance they can't afford to get
medicine or see the doctor when sick My friends would stop coming to this
program and won't get better. They might stop taking their medications
which means they will go to the hospital more. Please listen to our concerns
and don't take down the spend down!

Thank You, O $ M j v \ <^ ' flftftfl Office of fnramc Maintenance
* ^ v * Bureau of Policy

NOV 0 12002

t • •



IRRC #2296
Title: Income Provisions For Categorically Needy NMP-

MA and MNO-MA
(Agency Form A)

NAME

Beasley, Sheila
Charochak, Debbie
Damion, Marion
Davis, Susan

Durler, Susanne
Gall, Rachel
Hughes, Mary
Meinert, Janice
Meinert, Patrick
Nelkin, Robert
Laychak, Jerry

Perlman, Penny

ADDRESS

1210 Veto Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15212
22 Coraopolis Road, Coraopolis, PA 15108
1341 Shady Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15217
1633 Beachwood Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA
15217
695 Orchard Ave., Bellevue, PA 15202
424 Airbrake Ave., Wilmerding, PA 15148
711 Bingham St., Pittsburgh, PA 15203
102 Oakhurst Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15215
102 Oakhurst Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15215
5411 Bartlett St., Pittsburgh, PA 15217
428 Grandview Ave, West Mifflin, PA
15122
952 Jackman Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15202

DATE of
CORRESPONDENCE
10-22-02
11-4-02
10-24-02
10-24-02

10-24-02
10-24-02
10-24-02
10-28-02
10-28-02
10-24-02
10-24-02

10-24-02



Original: 2296

• . Z o g b y , / ^ - < / ) % • / £Dear Mr.

I am writing to object to DPW's proposed rules eliminating the N o n ^ ^ ^ q ^ ^ s .
Payment Spenddown program and to place limits on the Medically S e t ^ ^ s ^ s .
Only Spenddown program. These proposed changes would have a devastat^N^s^
ing impact on low-income persons with disabilities, elderly persons, and \
working poor families who have no insurance or inadequate insurance and
who need these programs to pay for needed health care.

I am also opposed to the Department's proposal to eliminate the Home Main*
tcnance Deduction for MA recipients who are in a nursing facility for less
than six months and who need the money to maintain their home.

Office of Income Maintenance

Sincerely, n

Name:^U^ p ^ S ^ /
Signature: — ^ ^ v ^ O ^ ^

Address:/̂ .(o (J^TTo t gT

Bureau of Policy

OCT 2 5 2002

flEFERTO:
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IRRC

From: erlene [erlene@ptd.net]

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2002 9:46 PM O r i g i n a l : 2296

To: IRRC

To whom it may concern,

Please do not take the step of the DPW cutting out the coverage for prescriptions for those of
us on SSI, and SSDI. This would cause extreme hardship and disability for us all. Many of
us who suffer with mental illnesses would become much worse causing untold everyone
around us even to the possible point of death.

We have come so far and have so very much further to go in the overall care and support of
those with mental illnesses. Please do not allow this back slide. It would be a tragedy and a
travesty.

Sincerely,
Erlene Kardos

11/14/2002



1RRC

From: Christine Aquino [tLaquino@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 12,2002 5:30 PM Or ig ina l • 2296
To: IRRC

I think it is ridiculous to consider terminating prescription benefits for
the mentally ill on Social Security benefits. First we put them out on the
streets, now we consider taking away their only support system the drugs
that keep them thinking sanely. Do you realize what will happen when we
have mentally ill people unmedicated because they cannot afford the
medicine. The "voices" many of them will hear and heed could cause major
problems to themselves and others. Think about what you are doing and make
the only sensible choice. We must take care of those who cannot take care
of themselves.

Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8.
http://join.msn.com/?page=features/junkmail
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Original: 2296

IRRC

Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2002 1:11 PM
T o : IRRC l l . ' . m C V - i > : . . < - * * *

Subject: Elimination of Prescription Coverage for SSD .,....*> ^ -

Dear Mr. Zogby,

I am including three letters from friends who share my views regarding this cutback. As a person who needs prescription
drugs to function, the elimination of this program will result in my need for care in my home or worse hospitalization.
Without my medications, I will not be able to hold down a job ever again. Without my medication, I would become
irresponsible with what little money I do have and may end up homeless. I would need my family to care for me when it
is time for me to be caring for my parents.

In the final analysis, prescription drugs are easier to administer, less expensive than hospitalization, the loss of productive
workers, increase in nursing and/or attendent care.

Sincerely,
Kristine Artello

Dear Mr. Zogby,

We need to keep prescription drug coverage because we will not be able to function well in society.
Without the drugs, we would be suicidial, always in bed, and become unproductive members of
society. The drugs are much more advanced in the last five years and as a result, we are able to
remain on our own rather than in a hospital.

We are not able to afford prescription drugs because many of us are not able to afford them on their
own. Without the drugs, we are not able to concentrate and remain rational. The drugs enable us to do
normal everyday activities such as vacuum my apartment and make my dinner.

In conclusion, prescription drugs are less expensive than hospitalizations and potentially loss of life.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my viewpoint. I am also a registered and voting member of
society.

Sincerely.

Carol J. Buffa

Dear Mr. Zogby,

People need to still get their medications even when they are on Social Security Disability. People
would be sick and not get any better. More people would go to the hospital that may not otherwise.
Some people may just lay in bed indefinitely. If they do not have any caretakers, they would not

11/6/2002



Page 2 of2

receive any care. Caretakers will have a harder time if they were not able to get the drugs. More
people may end up in nursing homes.

I am a registered voter and I vote in elections.

Thank you for taking for reading my opinion.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Riccomini

Dear Mr. Zogby,

I am currently on prescription drugs. My medicine has enabled me to function. I keep my house.
Without them, I can not breath, I become ill and anxious. Without my medicine, I could not live. I
believe more people will become hospitalized or homeless.

Please keep the prescription coverage.

Sincerely,

Lois Smith

Can a Web portal forever change your life?
Win up to $25 Million on iWon - c|idc_herel

11/6/2002



Jubilee Soup Kitchen
(412)261-5417

Jubilee Pantry
(412)683-0739

Jubilee Medical Clinic
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 110/114

Jubilee Job Corner / Social Outreach
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 106

John Heinz Child Development Center
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 113

Jubilee Educational Programs
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 109/111

November 6,2002

Jubilee Association, Me.
P.O. Box 42251 • Pittsburgh, PA 13203-4051

Original: 2296

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market, 14* Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Sister Liguori Rossner, and I am the Executive Director of the Jubilee
Association/Jubilee Soup Kitchen. The Jubilee Association is 23 years old and serves in
the Hill District of Pittsburgh. We come into contact each day with persons who are
disabled, those without medical coverage and witness the effects of this hardship on
themselves and society.

We are opposed to the elimination of NMP Spend-Down as proposed by the DPW. We
know that this proposed legislation will further increase the hardships of disabled people
and will eventually cost the state and the taxpayers more money, as these persons health
deteriorates. It is imperative that the DPW withdraw this proposal or at least delay its
going forward until the new Governor and his administration has had a chance to study
the impact of the proposed cuts and to consider alternatives.

The fragile lives of our disabled Pennsylvania citizens demand that we do all that is
possible to relieve their burdens. Adding to their hardships by eliminating the Spend-
Down provisions will be unconscionable. Their dignity as citizens of Pennsylvania
demands that we help them lead as independent lives as possible. They are the most
vulnerable people among us and there are certainly other ways to save the
Commonwealth money.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

j^-^'^2.
Sister Liguori #e>ssner
Executive Director

For / way hungry and you gave me fond In xo fur us you did thix to our of the leaxt of these, you did it to me. - Matthew 25: 35, 40



IRRC

From: dawn carter [nubyncandi@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2002 11:04 AM
To: IRRC
Subject: DPW's proposed cut of NMP spend down

Original: 2296

Dear Zogby,
1 am a single mother of 3, and my last child had alot of health problems. He
was diagnosed with chronic asthma at the age of 2 months old, and i have
been in and out of hospital emergency rooms with him since that time. The
thought of not being able to get his medication through my Access card is
very scary. First he has to has his treatments every 6 hours on a good day
and very 2 hours when he is recovering from an asthma attack. If his
medication wasn't covered then he would be hospitalized more than he would
be at home. I have 2 older children that need me at home as well. If I had
to spend all my time in the hospital with my baby, where would that leave my
2 other children and as a loving mother that thought is just
uncomprehensable. It would also impact greatly on my availability to work.
Having a job would be the furthest thing from my mind if I had to spend my
time in the hospital with my baby because that is the only way I could
afford the medication that he needs. I feel that if this law passes there is
going to be many many families in the same situation as myself, almost
living in the hospitals because they can not afford the medication(s) for
their family member(s). I know the thought of spending more time in the
hospital than I already do is very stressful. Children thrive when they are
happy and healthy and having to stay in the hospital is alot of stress on
parent and child. I think it is well know that children develop health and
mental problems when under to much stress. Needless to say, I feel as the
spokesperson for my family that if this law passes we will be greatly
affected. The affects of this law can and promises to be very stressful on
my family's health. I really hope you will reconsider your position on this
law, alot of families will be greatly affected by it.

Thank you,
Dawn Carter-Gates

Protect your PC - get McAfee.com VirusScan Online
http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963
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Jubilee Soup Kitchen
(412)261-5417

Jubilee Pantry
(412) 683-0739

Jubilee Medical Clinic
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 110/114

Jubilee Job Corner / Social Outreach
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 106

John Heinz Child Development Center
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 113

Jubilee Educational Programs
(412) 261-0373 Ext. 109/111

November 6,2002

Original: 2296

Jubilee Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 42251 * Pittsburgh, PA 152t3-W51

(if. tfrt-bi

Mr. Edward J. Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy
Department of Public Welfare
Health and Welfare Building, Room 431
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Office of Income Maintenance
Bureau of Policy

Dear Mr. Zogby:

NOV 1 22002

OLC.

*kff*
My name is Sister Liguori Rossner, and I am the Executive Director of the Jubilee
Association/Jubilee Soup Kitchen. The Jubilee Association is 23 years old and serves in
the Hill District of Pittsburgh. We come into contact each day with persons who are
disabled, those without medical coverage and witness the effects of this hardship on
themselves and society.

We are opposed to the elimination of NMP Spend-Down as proposed by the DPW. We
know that this proposed legislation will further increase the hardships of disabled people
and will eventually cost the state and the taxpayers more money, as these persons health
deteriorates. It is imperative that the DPW withdraw this proposal or at least delay its
going forward until the new Governor and his administration has had a chance to study
the impact of the proposed cuts and to consider alternatives.

The fragile lives of our disabled Pennsylvania citizens demand that we do all that is
possible to relieve their burdens. Adding to their hardships by eliminating the Spend-
Down provisions will be unconscionable. Their dignity as citizens of Pennsylvania
demands that we help them lead as independent lives as possible. They are the most
vulnerable people among us and there are certainly other ways to save the
Commonwealth money.

Thank you. ' ; •

Sincerely, '..

Sister Liguqf^Rosstier
Executive Director c -

For f was hungry and you gave me fond In so far as you did this to one of the feast of these, you did it to me. - Matthew 25: 35, 40



rt/¥- <tr/-&f I American
- Cancer

% Society

Edward J. Zogby, Director
Bureau of Policy
Health and Welfare Bldg, Room 431 Original: 2296

Harrisburg, Pa. 17120

DON'T TAKE DOWN THE SPEND DOWN!

Dear Mr, Zogby,
I am a volunteer worker for the American Cancer Society in
Somerset, Pa« My work is primarily with needy cancer patients.

I oppose the total elimination of the Spend Down program by the
Department of Public Welfare, because it will hurt the patients to
whom I provide service.

I urge you to withdraw your proposal NOT to cover prescription
or medical equipment for people with equipment for people with dis-
abilities and elderly persons who have slightly too much income
to qualify for medical assistance.

To use this method of balancing DPN's budget is false economy,
and will end up costing the state much more money than the savings
realized, when patients have to be hospitalized at a later date,
primarily because they were unable to afford medicine that would
have stabilized their conditions.

Thank you for your consideration of my input.

Mildred A. Elder
American Cancer Society

•>: 168 W Union St
••> •'•; , Somerset, Pa. 15501
lM q 814 445 2584

"-:•'.; Fax: 314 443 9585

CM •'{{ l i j U f o ^
OBCB of Insert Mstenance

Bureau ov Pclsoy

NOV 0 8 2002

REFER TO: ULitl^J

Pennsylvania Division - Central Region, Somerset 7 *AJ\1U
168West Union Street, Somerset PA 15501 t) 814.445.2584 f) 814.443.9585 N " / ^ ^ ^
Cancer Information 1.800.ACS.2345 www.cancer.org

The official registration and financial information of the American Cancer Society, Pennsylvania Division may be obtained from the Pennsylvania

Department of State by calling toll free, within Pennsylvania, 800.732.0999. Registration does not imply endorsement.



IRRC

From: Debra Herman [namjindiana@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 1:31 AM
To: IRRC; namiindiana@hotmail.com
Subject: Do not cut out prescriptions for SSI, SSDI clients

To whom it may concern, Original: 2296

Please, please do not take the step of the DPW cutting out the coverage for
prescriptions for those of us on SSI, and SSDI. This is very, very
frightening as this would cause extreme hardship and disability for us all.
Many of us who suffer with mental illnesses would become much worse causing
untold trauma to ourselves and everyone around us even to the possible point
of death.

Do not do this. We have come so far and have so very much further to go in
the overall care and support of those with mental illnesses. Please do not
allow this back slide. It would be a tragedy and a travesty.

Sincerely.
Deb Herman, President
National Alliance for the Mentally 111 of Indiana County of PA

Choose an Internet access plan right for you -- try MSN!
http://resourcecenter.msn.com/access/plans/default.asp

1 . • •
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IRRC

From: Joan Freda [yet.fred@verizon.net]

Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2002 8:24 AM O r i g i n a l : 2296

To: IRRC

Subject: Inappropriate DPW Proposal

I am writing to state my objections to the DPW's porposed regulation to eliminate the Non-Money Payment Spend Down
Category of Medical Assistance. If put into effect, this regulation would leave many very needy low- income people without
prescription coverage, just the opposite of what the regulation was designed to do in the first place. A policy decision of such
a substantial nature requires legislative review; the DPW should not be able to bring about such a change on it own.

Sincerely,
Joan Freda

11/6/2002



jM-t/77-W
Office o? lncw*$ ?&;!r.tenance

Edward Zogby Bureau ov Policy
Director Bureau of Pohipfi
Department of Public welfare NOV 0 5 2002
R o o m 4 3 1 .".-.••-•• j A ,~sj/ ^ *j

Health & Welfare Bldg. ^jfesTZr*^
Harrisburg, Pa. 17120 REFERTO: ^Jf/

Original: 2296 "fi^4

Dear Sir:

I am a professional staff person who works at Wernersville State Hospital. I am
deeply concerned that D.P.W. is considering cut backs on anything as significant
as the consumers ability to pay for their needed medications. Here we stress the
need for medications, that the clients should not stop their meds for any reason,
yet here the very group that leads the Hospital is saying that the regulations are
to be changed causing some (7000 Pennsylvanians) consumers to lose the
needed income to pay for their medications. This has to stop! The Hospitals are
getting smaller yet the rolls will increase as consumers will not be able to get the
"supports" that D.P.W. should provide. This is some backward way of saving
MONEY. How do you figure any money will be saved as people decompensate
and need to be rehospitalized? Who pays those bills? Consumers who are
willing to work and be contributors to the community should not be penalized for
the fact that they are motivated and earning a small income. Yet cannot afford to
pay all their expenses if they don't work or pay for their medications if they do
work.... Let's not remove the supports that help people remain in the community
and continue to have productive lives.

Sincerely,

Patricia Perfect CPRP,CRT,TASW
Wernersville State Hospital
P.O.Box 300
Wernersville, Pa. 19565
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Dear Mr. Zogby, Mgffbf

My comments are directed to you regarding the DPW proposal to eliminate the NMP spend
down category of Medicaid eligibility. We believe this will have a serious negative impact on
thousands of Pennsylvanians with disabilities who need medical care and prescription drugs to
maintain their health.

It is particularly troubling that the result of withdrawing eligibility from this group of recipients
will likely increase both hospitalizations and institutionalizations. This flies in the fece of other
efforts in the Department to shift resources to maintain community living as a viable and cost
effective alternative to nursing home care.

We recognize the economic pressures facing the State, but we feel strongly that this is not a
group where any cost savings are worth the human and societal toll it would take.

Thank you for consideration of my comments on behalf of Pennsylvanians with disabilities.

Sincerely,

Joan W. Martin
Executive Director ?
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Edward J. Zogby, Director • Bureau of Policy
Health & Welfare Building, Room 431
Harrisburg, PA 17120

I oppose the elimination of our state program to cover prescriptions or durable
medical equipment for people with disabilities and elderly persons who have slightly too
much income to qualify for free Medical Assistance, but far too little income to meet their
prescription, equipment and medical needs.

As the statewide planner for the PA Division of the American Cancer Society, I am
well aware of the problems that cancer patients and their families experience because
of the hidden economic costs of the disease. I also am a member of the Quality of Life
workgroup for the design of the Commonwealth's new cancer plan and we often discuss
these financial problems and their consequences. In fact, the economic burden of
cancer costs is at the top of our workgroup list as we write the new cancer plan.

I urge the Department to withdraw the regulations, or to at the least delay their
consideration until a new administration can carefully consider their impact. This action
is of particular concern for our families in rural areas where the numbers of urv and
under-insured are very unstable. Withdrawing these benefits affects these families
directly.

Julia Bucher RN, Ph.D.
Cancer Control Planner
Pennsylvania Division, Inc.
R.R. 3, Box 1576
MHton, PA 17847
Phone: 570-742-7443
Fax:570-742-4328
Email: jbucher@cancer.org
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From: brewster.fay@verizon.net
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2002 4:04 PM
I°i . !?R C - * r̂  Or ig inal : 2296
Subject: Prescription Drug coverage

Dear Sirs:
"The elimination of prescription drug coverage for over 7000
lower
income Pennsylvanians with disabilities or chronic medical
conditions
is directly at odds with the efforts of the General Assembly to
expand
prescription coverage. As such, this represents a policy
decision that
definitely requires legislative review. Legislative review is
made
more necessary by DPWA's failure to consider any regulatory or
nonregulatory alternatives."
PLEASE HELP US INSURE THE HEALTH CARE NEEDS OF EVERY CITIZEN OF THIS STATE
WITHOUT EXCEPTION!!!
Thank you for your consideration of this life and death matter,
Brewster Fay

Brewster Fay
brewster-fay@verizon.net
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From: Bob Lahner [Lahnerb@quakerchem.com]
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2002 2:17 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: SS Prescription Drugs O r i g i n a l : 2296

To whom it may concern,
Please do not delete the prescription drug coverage for those

making a "little too much" from the SS program. My sister has post
traumatic stress syndrome and can not work full time. She does the best
she can but has a home to maintain and prescriptions to fill. If this
coverage is removed she may very well in all likelyhood have to decide
when to eat and when to get her prescriptions filled. She does not and
has not collected from welfare but this may her over the edge. So
PLEASE take care of our semi incapacitated residents.

A Very Concerend Brother

Bob Lahner
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